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This paper presents ,ork on a s,itched Ethernet

net,ork extended to allo, for periodic real5time traffic,
using earliest deadline first :EDF= scheduling. A scheme of
asymmetrically dividing deadlines of real5time channels
bet,een the in and outgoing links toCfrom the s,itch is
proposed :ADPS=. The result of the simulations of setting
up RT channels over a full5duplex s,itched Ethernet
net,ork is presented. The simulations sho, that the ADPS
performs ,ell ,hen master5slave communication is
assumed over the net,ork. 
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An important trend in the net?orking community is to

involve more s?itches in the net?orks (eGgG, LAN, Local
Area Net?orks) and a pure s?itched-Sased net?ork
Secomes more and more commonG At the same time, the
industrial communication community has a strong ?ill to
adapt LAN technology (eGgG Ethernet) for use in industrial
systemsG The involvement of s?itches does not only
increase the performanceU the possiSility to offer real-time
services is also improvedG No?, ?hen the cost of LAN
s?itches has reached the level ?here pure s?itched-Sased
net?orks have Secome affordaSle, the collision possiSility
in IEEE B02G3 (Ethernet) net?orks can Se eliminated and
methods to support real-time services can Se implemented
in the s?itches ?ithout changing the underlying ?idespread
protocol standardG

Several protocols to support real-time communication
over shared-medium Ethernet have Seen proposed V1W V2W
V3WG Ho?ever, these protocols are either changing the
Ethernet standard or do not add guaranteed real-time
servicesG Real-time communication over s?itched Ethernet  

has also Seen proposed (called EtheReal) V4WG The goal of
the EtheReal proZect ?as to Suild a scaleaSle real-time
Ethernet s?itch, ?hich support Sit rate reservation and
guarantee over a s?itch ?ithout any hard?are modification
of the end-nodesG EtheReal is throughput oriented ?hich
means that there is no or limited support for hard real-time
communication, it has no eAplicit support for periodic
traffic so it is not suitaSle for industrial applicationsG A
revie? of research on real-time guarantees in packet-
s?itched net?orks is found in V5WG

This paper presents ?ork on a previously proposed full
dupleA s?itched Ethernet net?ork ?ith support for Soth Sit
rate and timing guarantees for periodic traffic V\WG Only a

thin layer is needed Set?een the Ethernet protocols and the
TCPLIP suite in the end-stationsG The s?itch is responsiSle
for admission control, ?hile Soth end-stations and the
s?itch have EDF (Earliest Deadline First) scheduling VaWG
The deadlines of messages over the net?ork are end-to-end
Sased, insofar as it is the maAimum time to deliver, from
the release time in the source node, to the arrival in the
destinationG 

In this paper, ?e assume a single s?itch, ?ith one node
connected to each physical portG The messages originating
from the source do therefore traverse t?o links, and ?e
need to provide guarantees for the time to deliver over Soth
linksG be approach this proSlem Sy dividing the end-to-
end deadline into t?o, one for the source to the s?itch, and
one from the s?itch to the destinationG The deadline can Se
partitioned in a numSer of ?aysG The method ?e choose
affects the systemG The paper is concerned ?ith analycing
the partitioning of deadlines, and to propose a ?ay that is
more suitaSle for master slave communication, ?hich is a
common demand in industrial applicationsG

The results, and indeed the method in its current form,
do not refer to a miAed topologyG The net?ork topology is
confined to a star, ?ith one centraliced s?itch connected to
one node on each physical portG A full-dupleA net?ork is
assumedG

The rest of the paper is organiced as follo?sG The
net?ork architecture is presented in Section 2G In Section 3,
a feasiSility analysis is introducedG In section 3, the
Asymmetric Deadline Partitioning Scheme (ADPS) ?ith
the simulation results are presentedG The paper is
concluded in Section 4G
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be consider an eAample of a net?ork ?ith full-dupleA

s?itched EthernetG The end-nodes are occasionally referred
to as master nodes and slave nodesG This is only to reflect
typical industrial net?orks and is not a system reduirementG
In other ?ords, the net?ork can Se use for arSitrary traffic
situationsG Both the s?itch and the nodes have added
soft?are (a thin RT layer) to support guarantees for real-
time trafficG All nodes are connected to the s?itch and
master nodes can communicate ?ith slave nodes over
logical real-time channels (RT channels), each Seing a
virtual connection Set?een t?o nodes in the system (Figure
1)G Each master node is responsiSle for a numSer of slave
nodes and RT channels carry traffic from master nodes to
slave nodesG Depending on ?hat nodes are connected to the
s?itch, and ?hat channels are present, ?e can see a



difference of System StateG be define the System State
(SS) as follo?s:
                                SSGHN,KK   (1)
?here N is the set of nodes in the system and K is the set of
channels running on the system at presentG

The net?ork supports dynamic adding of RT channels
to guarantee periodic real-time trafficG An RT channel ?ith
indeA i is charactericed Sy:

HSourcei, Destinationi, Pi, Li, diK (2)
?here Pi is the period of data, Li is the amount of data per 
period, and di is the relative deadline used for the end-to-
end EDF schedulingG Pi, Li, and di are eApressed as the
numSer of maAimal siced frames, iGeG, the numSer of TframeG
Sourcei and Destinationi are Ethernet MAC addresses for
channel ies source and destination nodes respectivelyG It is
evident that Soth Sourcei and Destinationi are parts of the
system, iGeG Sourcei ! N;  Destinationi ! N.
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be proposed to use the periodic synchronication-

messages that, together ?ith real-time traffic can Se vie?ed
as multiple identical tasks from the s?itch to each nodeG In
the system a synchronication frame is sent at the start of
every sync-periodG This affects the feasiSility testG The
synchronication task (ST) has:

! L f 1 (it consists of one frame only)
! T G NO :a sync5message is sent every ten timeslots=
! d G N
To have the capacity set to 1 and the period to 10 is

straightfor?ard, Sut ?hy should the deadline Se oneg The
reason is that the periodic sync-message is not a real
channel Sut is vie?ed as one for purposes of determining
feasiSility onlyG No matter ?hat the other channels have as
deadlines, this ST ?ill al?ays have priorityG The feasiSility
test ?ill still Se correct though, if the deadline is 1, Secause
this is the lo?est possiSle value a task ?ith capacity 1 can
haveG 

A channel must Sy definition traverse t?o physical
links, one from the source to the s?itch, and one from the

s?itch to the destination (hereafter denoted as upload and
do?nload respectively)G For a given channel, it is reduired
for the s?itch to provide guarantees for Soth the uplink and
the do,nlink partG 

Theoretically, there is a gain to Se made Sy dividing the
concept of a channel into t?o parts, upload and do?nloadG
The reason is that one can then look upon each part of the
channel as a periodic task, and the corresponding link
?ould constitute a CPU or processing system (from a
scheduling point of vie?)G The capacity, Li, ?ould Se the
?orst-case-eAecution-time (bCET) for the taskG
Furthermore, Secause the system is full dupleA, each link
?ould constitute t?o independent CPUs, one eAecuting the
do?nload parts of all channels traversing the link, and the
other eAecuting the upload parts (hereafter ?e ?ill refer to
one full dupleA link as t?o linksU one upload and one
do?nload)G

The duty of the do?nload link is then to heAecutee the
set of tasks assigned to it, in the order decided Sy the
s?itch, iGeG to carry out the EDF schedule set forth Sy the
s?itchG For the upload link the RT layer soft?are handles
the scheduling, Sut other?ise the same is trueG Before ?e
descriSe the feasiSility test, ?e make the follo?ing
definitions:

! PThe Utilization factorP: According to basic EDF
theory the utilization of periodic real5time traffic is
defined as

 !! ii PLR L G (3)

! PThe HyperperiodP: The Hyperperiod for a set of
periodic tasks is defined as the length of time from
,hen all tasksS periods start at the same time, until
they start at the same time again

! PThe BusyPeriodP: a BusyPeriod is any interval of time
in ,hich a link is not idle.

! UThe ,orkload functionV: h(n, t) is the sum of all the
capacities of the tasks ,ith absolute deadline less than
or eWual to t, running on link n, ,here t is the number
of  timeslots elapsed from the start of the hyperperiod.
It is calculated as follo,s
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?here Kn is the set of tasks running on link n (see Figure 2)G 

! A feasible link is a link ,ith a set of channels traversing
it that can be feasibly scheduled using EDF.

! A feasible system state is a system state ,ith every link
in the system being feasible.
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Follo?ing the discussion from aSove, and the ne?
definitions, the proSlem for the s?itch to test if the channel
can Se added is therefore eduivalent to testing if the ne?
state is still feasiSle, given that the ne? channel has Seen
addedG The feasiSility test of a link, according to VBW V9W, is
done in t?o steps, each step Seing a test of its o?nG 
! :First Lonstraint=
The utiliYation of the link has to be less than or eWual to
one :NOOZ=
! :Second Lonstraint=
For all values of t, the ,orkload function h:n,t= has to be
less than or eWual to t
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be have mentioned aSove the method of looking at the
links as processing units, having tasks to performG This
method is devised in the interest of forcing the test of
system feasiSility, do?n to the level of successive tests on
linksG be need to derive t?o supposed tasks from each
channelG A pair of supposed tasks for the upload and
do?nload part of a channel, Tiu and Tid, is defined as:

Tiu G HSourcei, Li, diu, PiK                      (5)

Tid G HDestinationi, Li, did, PiK              (\)
?here Sourcei, Destinationi, Li and Ti are the parameters of
the channel iG diu and did are the relative deadlines for the
tasksG The only ne? information in the tasks, compared
?ith the channel, is the relative deadlinesG Considering the
relative deadlines of the tasks, diu and did, as the guaranteed
?orst case time to deliver from the source to the s?itch,
and from the s?itch to the destination respectively, ?e
come to the follo?ing conclusionG  Creating Tiu and Tid
from channel i is accomplished Sy partitioning the deadline
of the channel into t?o parts: diu and did ?here

di f diu j did                                                         (a)

diu , did  " Li     ;  :if di " 2Li=                          (B=
be make the follo?ing definition:

! A Deadline-Partitioning Scheme (DPS) is a function
that maps the deadlines di of all the channels in the system
into t,o deadlines diu, did such that the condition :EWuation
[= is upheld for each RT channel. 

The Domain of the function DPS is thus all the possiSle
system states (Eduation 1)G The presence of a DPS gives us
the freedom to create diu and did from every channel iG In
fact, the availaSility of a DPS is not optional, Sut the
system cannot operate ?ithout a DPSG There are different
?ays of looking at DPSs, Sut the most mathematically
satisfying one is as a multi-dimensional functionG The
dimension of the function is then 

dim G siYe:K =                               (9) 
?here K is the set of channels in the system stateG 

be can make the DPS more agreeaSle as a function, Sy
turning it into a vector field, ?ith the range of its elements
fiAed Set?een 0 and 1G To start out ?ith, the function
?ould not generate scalars, Sut it ?ould Se dim numSer of
pairs of deadlines, H diu, did IG be no? take steps to change
this functionG First, ?e normalice ?ith the original
deadline, di for each corresponding pairG Because of (a)
this ?ould mean that ?e ?ould have pairs, ranging from 0
to 1G The output ?ould look like:

iidi

iiui

ddDpart
ddRpart

L
L

!

!

                            (10)

?here Rparti and Dparti are the factors of di  to get diu and
did,  respectivelyG But Secause of (10) ?e conclude that:

Rpart,i G N 5 Dparti                                (11=

This means that Soth Rparti and Dpart,i contain all the
information Sy themselvesG Only one is sufficient, and thus
?e have:

Rpart = DPS:SS=                          (12)
Upart is a dim dimensional vector, of elements (O \
Rpart\ N)G 

The numSer of different possiSle DPSs is infinite, and in
this paper ?e present Asymmetric Deadline Partitioning
Scheme (ADPS)G 

bith Sottlenecks ?e mean links ?ith a greater numSer
of channels traversing them than other linksG be say that
Sottlenecks have a higher link-load, ?hich ?e define in the
follo?ing mannerG
! The LinkLoad (LL) of a link is the number of channels
traversing it ,hich is the same as the number of tasks
running on the link.
The parameters of the channels can also Se taken into
account ?hen calculating the ]] Sut this is not treated hereG 

A logical approach in the case of a Sottleneck is for the
system to partition deadlines of the channels that traverse
the Sottleneck, so that as much of the deadlines of the
channels can Se found in the tasks of the SottleneckG
OSviously, the SDPS does not do anything to relieve
Sottlenecks, as the SDPS, as stated aSove, is invariant of
the System StateG 
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The ADPS is a DPS devised to distriSute, ?hen
possiSle, the deadline of channels, to ?here it is most
needed, iGeG ?here the ]] is greatestG be define
ADPS:SystemState= :ss= as:

Rparti G ]]:Sourcei=C:]]:Sourcei= ^ ]]:Destinationi== (19)

Dparti G ]]:Destinationi=C:]]:Sourcei= ^ ]]:Destinationi==
(20)

The simulation analysis presented here sho?s the
performance of the net?ork using the EDF scheduling ?ith
Asymmetric deadline partitioningG be simulated a net?ork
?ith a single 100 MSitLs full-dupleA Ethernet s?itch, _
master nodes, S slave nodes, and sets of RT channelsG Each
RT channel is randomly generated ?ith uniformly
distriSuted source (master node) and destination (slave
node)G Figure 3 sho?s the different results ?hen the
numSer of master nodes is varied Set?een 12, 15 and 20,
the numSer of slave nodes is \0G Periods are randomly
generated in a range from B0 to 120, ?hile deadlines range
from 30 to 50G be can see the different results ?hen each
master node has responsiSility for 3,4 or 5 slave nodeG In
these cases, all the deadlines di and period Pi are generated
randomlyG 

Due to limited space, the result for symmetric deadline
partitioning scheme is not presented hereG

F G82%,45#82 
So far, ?e have only discussed DPSs in terms of their

performanceG There are other things to consider Sesides
ho? ?ell the DPS performs, ho?everG The most oSvious
considerations are perhaps the ones of computational speed
and memory reduirementsG In comparison ?ith deviding
deadline into t?o, ?ith ADPS ?e gain in DPS
performance, Sut ?e lose time for calculating the ne?
elements of the algorithms and ?e need more memory to
keep track of data structures reduired to implement themG
The simulation sho?s that ADPS is especially suitaSle for
a net?ork ?ith a traffic pattern that generates Sottlenecks,
of ?hich the Master-Slave pattern is the most relevantG 
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